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Abstract—This paper proposes an energy-efficient, high-
throughput DRAM architecture for GPUs and throughput
processors. In these systems, requests from thousands of
concurrent threads compete for a limited number of DRAM
row buffers. As a result, only a fraction of the data fetched into
a row buffer is used, leading to significant energy overheads.
Our proposed DRAM architecture exploits the hierarchical
organization of a DRAM bank to reduce the minimum row
activation granularity. To avoid significant incremental area
with this approach, we must partition the DRAM datapath
into a number of semi-independent subchannels. These narrow
subchannels increase data toggling energy which we mitigate
using a static data reordering scheme designed to lower the
toggle rate. This design has 35% lower energy consumption
than a die-stacked DRAM with 2.6% area overhead. The
resulting architecture, when augmented with an improved
memory access protocol, can support parallel operations across
the semi-independent subchannels, thereby improving system
performance by 13% on average for a range of workloads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and other throughput
processing architectures have scaled performance through
simultaneous improvements in compute capability and ag-
gregate memory bandwidth. To continue on this trajectory,
future systems will soon require more than 1 TB/s of band-
width, and systems used in Exascale systems are projected
to require 4 TB/s of bandwidth for each processor [1].
Satisfying this increasing bandwidth demand, without a
significant increase in the power budget for the DRAM, is
a key challenge. As Figure 1a shows, the off-package high-
speed signaling across a PCB used by traditional bandwidth-
optimized GDDR5 memories can consume a significant
portion of the system energy budget, becoming prohibitive
as bandwidths scale beyond 1 TB/s. The highest bandwidth
chips have recently adopted on-package stacked DRAM [2]–
[4] to, in part, address this energy consumption challenge.
These stacked memories, such as High Bandwidth Memory
(HBM), allow the processor and memory to communicate
via short links within a package, thereby reducing the cost
of data transfer on the interface between the DRAM stack
and the processor die. While this improved signaling reduces
the I/O energy (the energy on the link between the DRAM
and processor dies), the energy required to move data from
the DRAM bit cells to the I/O interface remains similar.
Consequently, as we project the bandwidth demands of
future GPUs, further energy reductions within the DRAM
itself are required to enable future high-bandwidth systems.

In addition to the I/O energy used to transfer the data from
the DRAM to the host processor, the energy for a DRAM
access can be decomposed into two primary components, the
row energy or the energy to precharge a bank and activate a
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Figure 1. GPU memory energy consumption.

row, and the column energy or the energy to access a subset
of data from the activated row and move it to the I/O pins.
The column energy of a DRAM access primarily depends
on the distance over which the data is moved, the rate of
switching on this data path, and the capacitance of these
wires. The row energy is determined by the fixed activation
and precharge energy required to activate a DRAM row,
sense and latch its data into the row buffer, restore the
bit cell values, and precharge the bit lines. The per-access
component of row energy is the sum of activation and
precharge energy averaged over the number of bits accessed
within a row. As a result, the row energy is highly dependent
on the spatial locality of the memory access stream. With
higher spatial locality, the cost of opening a new row is
amortized over a larger number of bit transfers. As shown
in Figure 1b, row energy accounts for nearly half of DRAM
energy on average in the workloads we study, and it can
dominate DRAM energy in low-locality workloads. Low
row locality can also cause performance problems, limiting
utilization of DRAM bandwidth and leading to workloads
limited by the DRAM row activation rate.

To address these problems, we propose an energy-
optimized DRAM and memory controller architecture,
called subchannels, which can also boost the perform-
ance of many memory-intensive GPU applications. The key
idea is to partition the DRAM storage in an area-efficient
manner to reduce wasted activation energy and partition the
datapath in the DRAM array and the periphery to enable
parallel operations to continue to utilize the full bandwidth
of the DRAM.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present a detailed analysis of memory energy con-
sumption in modern GPUs. This is comprised of a study
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Figure 2. Bytes accessed per activate from a 2KB row.

of the row access and data toggling patterns in compute
and graphics workloads, and a detailed energy model
for 3-D stacked high-bandwidth memory devices.

• We propose an area-efficient DRAM architecture,
subchannels, to reduce row energy, and augment
it with a data-burst reordering mechanism to cut down
column energy. The proposed design reduces DRAM
energy consumption by 35% over the baseline.

• We leverage the abundant parallelism in GPU applica-
tions to design a DRAM and memory controller archi-
tecture that provides an average of 13% improvement
in system performance compared to an HBM solution
across a wide range of workloads.

GPUs and other throughput processors routinely use
specialized memory devices to meet their high bandwidth
needs. In this paper, we show that future DRAM designs
require us to consider both the nuances of DRAM mi-
croarchitecture and the GPU’s memory access behavior. The
subchannels architecture leverages such co-design to
provide significant energy and performance benefits with
minimal additional area.

II. ROW LOCALITY IN GPUS

Figure 2a shows the average number of bytes accessed
per activated row in high-performance compute benchmarks
(see Section VII for methodology details). In the majority
of applications, fewer than 256 bytes are accessed from
the 2KB row before the bank is precharged. There are two
reasons for this behavior.

First, several GPU applications have intrinsically low
locality. Applications that often perform data dependent
memory accesses (pointer chasing) or sparse, irregular ac-
cesses to a data structure (bfs, bh, dmr, mst, sp, sssp,
MCB and MiniAMR) naturally have low spatial correlation
between successive accesses. GUPS, which is designed to
randomly access memory, is the most extreme example of
this behavior. All of these applications access one or two
DRAM atoms (32B each) per activate.

Second, even when applications tend to access dense data
structures, there is limited row-buffer locality due to interfer-
ence between the large number of simultaneously executing
threads. For example, the NVIDIA Tesla P100 [2], based
on the Pascal architecture, contains 122,880 threads across
all 60 Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) accessing data in
a total of 32 HBM2 channels with 16 banks each. Thus,
on average, 240 threads contend for the single row-buffer in
each bank. Consequently, even with deep memory controller
queues and aggressive request reordering to harvest row
locality, GPUs suffer from frequent bank conflicts. Even

applications like STREAM that scan sequentially through
input and output arrays are able to utilize only approximately
a quarter of the row after activating it. HPGMG, lulesh,
Nekbone, kmeans, nw, and streamcluster also exemplify this
behavior. Two applications, pathfinder and hotspot, access
the majority an of an activated row because they either have
a very small working set size or very few active threads and,
thus, do not have these problems.

Even though graphics applications demonstrate higher
row-access locality than the compute applications (Fig-
ure 2b), in the majority of the cases, only a quarter of the row
is utilized on an activate. Emerging graphics applications,
such as ray tracing and particle systems, more closely
resemble compute workloads in terms of row locality.

Since a row-activate operation is very energy-intensive
(Section VII) a direct consequence of the observed low
spatial locality is high effective row-energy. The energy cost
of activating the whole row is averaged over only the small
number of bits that are read or written. Few accesses-per-
activate can also reduce bandwidth utilization in memory
intensive benchmarks. Before we explain our proposal for
mitigating these issues, we present a brief overview of the
main building blocks of modern DRAMs.

III. HIGH BANDWIDTH GRAPHICS DRAM
A DRAM die is a collection of independent storage arrays

called banks, each with its own row and column decoders.
The data signals from the banks are connected via a shared
bus to an I/O buffer (Figure 3a). The I/O buffer is the
same size as a DRAM atom, the unit of a single memory
transaction (32B in HBM and GDDR5), and is connected
to the external I/O interface using a DDR-style interconnect
(128-bits wide in HBM). In stacked memories, the I/O buffer
connects to the external interface through on-die wires,
inter-die TSVs, and finally wires on the base-layer to the
stack’s edge. Each bank is organized as a 2-D array of mats
(Figure 3b). Each mat is a 512× 512 array of DRAM cells,
and has a 512-bit sense-amplifier or row-buffer. A group
of 32 mats in the horizontal direction, called a subarray,
is activated in unison. Thus the 2KB row-buffer of the
subarray is physically spread across the mats, and a DRAM
atom is spread out over the entire subarray, with each mat
contributing 8 bits to the 32B atom. A row-activation signal
is hierarchical [5]–[7]; a Master Wordline (MWL) drives a
Local Wordline (LWL) in each of the mats in the subarray,
and each LWL turns on the access transistors of a row of
cells in a mat. The MWL is fashioned in higher level metal
(M2) and has 4× the pitch of the LWL which is in silicided
polysilicon. After a row is activated and the bits are read into
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Figure 3. High Bandwidth Memory architecture, showing a single channel
in a stack.

the local sense-amplifiers, a column command triggers a set
of column select lines (CSLs) in each mat, which enables
the data latched in the sense amplifier to be delivered to the
DRAM periphery. The same CSL lines are asserted for each
mat in the subarray. As shown in Figure 3(c), a CSL connects
the sense-amplifier to the Master Data Lines (MDLs) via the
Local Data Lines (LDLs) (both differential) [5], [8]. At the
connection of each LDL-MDL pair is a helper flip-flop (HFF)
which helps drive the MDL down to the Global Sense Amps
(GSAs).

The 3 metal layers in a typical DRAM process include
M1 for the vertical bitlines in the mat, M2 for the MWLs and
LDLs in the horizontal direction, and M3 for the CSLs and
MDLs. The LWLs are in silicided polysilicon. The M2 pitch
is 4× the LWL pitch, while the M3 pitch is 4× the bitline
pitch. Thus the height and width of the mat is dictated by
the number of wiring tracks in these layers.

IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT DRAM
To reduce DRAM row energy, we reduce the row-

activation granularity, i.e., the number of bits accessed by
an activate command. We employ two techniques to achieve
this without significant area overheads. First, a technique
called Master Wordline Segmentation leverages the hierar-
chical structure of the DRAM wordline to turn on only part
of a row [9]–[11]. Second, we map a DRAM atom such
that it is contained entirely within a single activated subset
of the row (instead of being dispersed over the whole row).
Crucially, to maintain density, we choose to read out the
DRAM atom from the activated region of the row using
only the fraction of the total bank datapath that is available
in that region. In effect, we create several narrow slices of
the DRAM bank storage, as well as datapath from the cells
to the I/O pins, each of which is called a subchannel. In the
rest of this section we describe the architectural details of
this subchannels architecture.
A. Reducing Activation Granularity

In existing DRAMs, when the master wordline (MWL) is
asserted, it drives a local wordline (LWL) in each of the
mats of a subarray by activating the corresponding local-
wordline driver (LWD) in the mat’s stripe. To achieve partial
row activation, the wordline signal must reach the access
transistor of only those cells that we wish to activate. One
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Figure 4. Master Wordline Segmentation. The LWLs are activated only
in mats 4 through 7 for a 256-byte effective row size. Per-mat bandwidth
is same as the baseline HBM architecture.

(a) Baseline - four mats in a subarray activated in unison

(b) Proposed - subarray partitioned into two groups of mats that can be
activated independently

Figure 5. Implementation of a segmented wordline. We show a simplified
example with four mats per subarray (32 in reality).

way to achieve this would be to segment the LWL, such that
only a part of the LWL in every mat is turned on. However,
since the LWL is laid out in silicided polysilicon inside
the densest part of the DRAM chip, intrusive changes that
disrupt the LWL layout are very area inefficient. Instead, we
modify the relationship between a MWL and its subservient
LWLs such that asserting a MWL leads to the assertion of the
LWLs in only a few of the mats in the subarray while the
other mats remain unaffected. Figure 4 shows this technique
being employed to activate only 1/8th of a row. Even though
the entire MWL has been driven, the corresponding LWLs
have been activated only in mats 4 through 7 consuming an
eighth of the original row-energy. When the MWL is driven,
the segment-select signals (SS) are appropriately asserted to
select the desired section of the row to activate.

To illustrate the implementation of this architecture in
a density-optimized modern DRAM, we use the simple
example in Figure 5a which shows an unmodified subarray
consisting of four mats and four MWLs. Since a MWL is 4×
wider than a LWL, each MWL is connected to four LWLs in
a mat. In conjunction with the assertion of the MWL signal,
a set of local wordline select signals, LWLsel [0:3], are



asserted to select one of the 4 LWLs connected to the MWL
in question. To activate the LWLs in the first two mats (mats
0 and 1), and not in the other two, we modify the subarray
as shown in Figure 5b. Since each LWD drives a LWL in a
mat on either side in the baseline (Figure 5a), we introduce
an extra LWD stripe between mats 1 and 2 to make sure
that these two mats can be driven independently. Second,
we add two Segment Select (SS) signals, each of which is
responsible for a single group of mats. The SS signal is used
as an enable for the LWD stripes belonging to a single group
of mats, and is AND-ed to the decoded LWLsel signals.
Thus if SS [0] is asserted, it turns on the LWDs of mats 0 and
1, in turn allowing the LWL selected by the LWLsel signals
to be driven by the MWL. To divide a 32 mat subarray into
8 such groups, we will need 7 extra LWD stripes, one each
at the boundary between two consecutive groups of mats
and eight SS lines. The area overheads of this architecture,
estimated to be 2.6%, are discussed in Section IV-C.

To use this architecture, the memory controller provides
not just the row address with an activate, but also infor-
mation about which segment must be activated (similar to
Posted-Column commands [12]) in the form of a mask. This
mask information is used to assert the SS signals and activate
part(s) of the row. Sending a mask also makes it possible to
activate multiple segments from a row simultaneously. Thus
not only can we turn on different non-contiguous segments
of a row, we can also turn on the entire row as in the baseline.

B. Subchannels
In the baseline, each 32B DRAM atom is interleaved

across all the mats in a subarray and is read out into the 256
global sense-amplifiers (GSAs) in one internal DRAM cycle
using all the MDLs. In our proposed architecture, this layout
is modified such that a DRAM atom is interleaved across
only the mats that are activated in unison, so that it can
be retrieved in its entirety from these mats alone. Reading
the DRAM atom from 1/8th of the mats in one cycle would
require increasing the output width of each mat from 8 bits
to 64 bits. However, increasing the datapath width (LDLs
and MDLs) by 8× increases the wiring tracks in the M2 and
M3 layers, thereby increasing the height and width of the
mat (Section III) and proportionally increasing the GSA area
needed in the periphery. This leads to prohibitively high area
overhead of 34.5% for high bandwidth mats (Section X),
which was ignored by previous work that read an atom
from a subset of mats [10], [11], [13]. Instead, we propose
to keep the per-mat bandwidth unaltered and transfer each
DRAM atom from the row-buffer over several cycles instead
of one internal DRAM cycle. From the point of view of
a DRAM transfer, it now appears that the data is stored
and fetched from a channel which is 1/8th the bandwidth
of a baseline channel with proportionally fewer mats and
datapath resources (LDLs, MDLs, GSAs, and I/Os). We call
each such narrow channel a subchannel. Section V-A details
mechanisms to enhance the subchannels architecture by
enabling parallel operations across subchannels to overcome
the increased data transfer time.
Pipelined Burst: In the baseline HBM architecture, the
whole DRAM atom is fetched from the row-buffer into
the I/O buffer in a single internal cycle. However, with 8

subchannels, the same transfer takes 8 internal cycles due
to the narrow datapath. Instead of waiting for the entire
DRAM atom to fill up the I/O buffer before the data burst
is initiated on the external I/O bus, we pipeline the internal
and external burst. Thus the first beat of the data appears
on the external I/O when the CAS latency time, tCAS, has
elapsed after the column-read command, the same as in the
baseline. However, the burst now takes 8 DDR cycles instead
of 1 DDR cycle. For a single burst, multiple Column-Select-
Lines (CSLs) must be asserted sequentially in a subchannel.
To generate the sequence of CSLs, the column address
sent with the CAS command is incremented using a small
3-bit ripple carry adder inside the DRAM in successive
cycles of a burst, avoiding any extra traffic on the external
column-address bus. The internal DRAM cycle time must be
sufficiently short to enable back-to-back column accesses to
each element of the burst in successive cycles. In current
devices, the CAS-to-CAS delay within the same bank (or
bank-group), tCCDL, defines this cycle time. This period is
generally limited by the time required for the assertion of
the CSL signal, the delay through the column-select mux
enables, the time required for selecting bits from the local
sense-amplifiers and for sending the selected bits to the
GSAs. We assume that the DRAM can be engineered to meet
the required cycle time on this path to allow gap-less reads
of a full burst of data from a subchannel. Modern GDDR5
parts already support a tCCDL of 2ns [14], enabling gap-less
bursts in a subchannel with HBM-like timings.

C. DRAM Overheads
There are two sources of area overheads for the sub-

channels architecture. First, the seven additional Local
Wordline Driver (LWD) stripes required to split a row into
8 segments increases the subarray area by 1.19% (each
LWD stripe is 5.7% the area of a mat). Second, additional
metal wires are required for the segment selection signals.
We place eight segment-select signals (SS) for every other
subarray (required for parallel activates as described in
Section V-A). Since the segment select signals are routed in
the same metal layer (M2) as the Master Wordlines (MWLs)
and Local Datalines (LDLs) in the horizontal direction, we
estimate the area overhead by counting the number wiring
tracks needed in this layer. Each subarray with 512 rows
or Local Wordlines (LWLs) has 128 M2 routing tracks for
MWLs (M2 pitch is 4× the LWL pitch) and 16 M2 routing
tracks for the 8 differential LDLs and 4 LWLsels. Thus
the additional M2 tracks for SS increases DRAM area by
2.68%. Combining these two overheads (from additional
LWDs and segment selection signals), each subarray is
increased by 3.87%. Assuming the bank storage area to be
60% of the total die area, the effective area overhead turns
to be 2.3%. The area overheads of the row and column
address registers (also required to enable subchannel-level
parallelism as described in Section V-A) is 0.3% of the
DRAM die [15], [16], which puts the total area overhead
of 8 subchannels at 2.6%.

Sending the subchannel mask from the memory controller
to the DRAM requires six additional command I/O signals.
The HBM architecture maintains two separate command
interfaces. The column-command interface sends read/write
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commands and column addresses on two edges of the
clock. Therefore, the column-command interface requires 4
additional signals to send the 8-bit subchannel mask with
each command. The row-command interface sends activation
commands and the row address over 4 edges of the clock.
Thus, the 8-bit subchannel mask requires two additional
signals to send the mask over 4 edges. The precharge
commands have four unused bits which, coupled with the
two additional signals, can send the subchannel mask over
the 2 edges of a precharge command. Thus an 8-channel
HBM stack requires 48 extra signal bumps. These extra
bumps represent a 3.1% increase in the number I/O signals
required for each stack.

V. MANAGING NARROW SUBCHANNELS

This section describes techniques to deal with two prob-
lems due to the reduced datapath width in subchannels.
First, the effective bandwidth from a bank is reduced to 1/8th

of the baseline, creating a major performance bottleneck (as
shown by the SC-8_No_Parallelism bar in Figure 11).
The second problem is less obvious. We found that the re-
duced datapath width also leads to higher switching activity
on the internal and external data buses during a DRAM atom
transfer, causing higher column and I/O energy (Figure 7).

A. Architecting Parallel Subchannels
The performance degradation when only one subchannel

is active can be mitigated if all 8 subchannels are operated in
parallel. We describe the changes needed in the DRAM and
memory controller architecture to achieve this functionality.

Figure 6 shows the architecture of parallel subchannels in
a bank. Each subchannel already has a subset of the mats
and the datapath from the bank to the I/O buffer, including
a subset of the Master Data Lines (MDLs), Global Sense
Amplifiers (GSAs), the global I/O bus wires in the periphery.
Also, due to pipelining of the burst, each subchannel only
needs 1/8th the capacity of the I/O buffer and the I/O pins.
Thus the datapaths of the 8 subchannels are completely
independent. Also notice that if a 256B row is activated in a
subchannel, a different row can potentially be activated in a
different subchannel by driving another MWL and selecting
a different segment as long as the rows are not in the same

subarray. Since we assign a set of 8 Segment Select lines
(SS) to every group of two consecutive subarrays, we can
potentially activate a different row in different subchannels,
as long as they are not in the same subarray-group. The
main impediment to such parallel operation, however, is the
row and column address decoding and control circuitry that
is shared by the subchannels. So if a certain Column Select
Line (CSL) is asserted in one subchannel, no other CSLs
can be asserted in the other subchannels until that column
operation completes, preventing parallel reads and writes
across subchannels. Similarly, only one Master Wordline
(MWL) can be active preventing parallel activates across
subarrays.
Address Decoupling Registers: Adding a row-address latch
per subarray and a column-address latch per subchannel
solves this issue. As shown in Figure 6, the row-address latch
decouples the driving of the MWL from the output of the row
decoder. Once a row address is decoded and driven into the
row-address latch of the corresponding subarray, the latch
can drive the MWL, freeing up the row decoder to accept,
decode and drive a different row address into the latch of
another subarray in the next cycle leading to simultaneous
activates of different rows. Similarly, the column-address
latches allow the column decoder to assert different CSLs in
different subchannels in successive cycles to enable parallel
reads/writes from across subchannels.
Increased Performance: Creating parallel subchannels can
not only recover the performance loss from narrower chan-
nels, it can improve the performance of many memory
intensive workloads beyond the baseline. Most GPU work-
loads are latency insensitive [17] and are bottlenecked by
the delivered bandwidth of the system. In memory-intensive
applications with low spatial locality, the delivered band-
width can be low when the bank-level parallelism (BLP) is
not sufficient to cover for the tRC delay of precharging a
bank and activating a row. Even if there is high BLP, if the
accesses-per-activate is very low, the bandwidth utilization
is restricted by the activate-rate limits posed by current
delivery constraints (tFAW and tRRD). The subchannels
architecture with parallel operation across subchannels alle-
viates both of these problems. First, due to more parallel
subchannels, effectively there are more banks in the system
making it possible to overlap row-activations to different
rows of the same original bank. Second, due to the small
activation granularity, each activate places a lower burden
(approximately 1/8th the baseline) on the charge pumps
that supply the high Vpp voltage to the MWL. Thus in the
same tFAW period, the subchannels architecture can
perform 32 activate operations while the baseline can only
perform 4, accelerating activate-rate limited applications like
the ones that exhibit data dependent irregular accesses. Even
though the empty-pipe (unloaded) latency experienced by a
DRAM request is 7ns higher with 8 subchannels than the
baseline, the overall performance is improved by increasing
the effective throughput of the DRAM system.
Command Coalescing: The address-decoupling registers
and partitioned datapath allow overlapping commands to
the same bank in different subchannels. However all sub-
channels in a channel share the address/command bus,
and the same bank in different subchannels share the row
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Figure 7. Datapath energy (column and I/O) for 8 Subchannels normalized
to the baseline.

and column decoders of that physical bank. We propose a
memory-controller optimization, command coalescing, that
can alleviate the contention for these shared resources to
improve subchannel performance.

When an application has high row-buffer locality, it might
require activating the same row in different subchannels. Not
only does this require more address/command bandwidth
compared to the baseline HBM system, the activates to
different subchannels must be separated by the inter-activate
command timing delay (tRRD) and constrained by the
four-activate window (tFAW). While more activates can be
performed in the tFAW period due to the reduced row size
of subchannels, activates are still subject to tRRD preventing
back to back issue of activates to different subchannels.
Today there is little pressure for DRAMs to reduce tRRD
to the limit of the row-decoder cycle time since the rate of
activates is also limited by tFAW. Since tRRD is more than
a single cycle, it introduces a constant overhead between
activates and consequently idle cycles on the data bus.
Thus when applications access several DRAM atoms across
multiple subchannels on the same row (high spatial locality),
tRRD introduces a performance overhead that is not there
in a baseline HBM channel, limiting the overlapping of
activates in subchannels.

To circumvent this problem, we perform activate coalesc-
ing in the memory controller. In this mechanism, the mem-
ory controller scans the command queues to find activate
commands directed to the same row in different subchannels,
and issues a single activate command for all of these re-
quests. The subchannel mask sent with the activate command
is set appropriately such that the same MWL is turned on
across all the subchannels needed. Activate coalescing thus
allows subchannels to mimic the performance of the HBM
baseline when there is high locality.

Similarly, the memory controller also performs read coa-
lescing and write coalescing, issuing a single RD (or WR)
command to multiple subchannels if the same column and
bank is accessed in each. The output of the column-decoder
is used along with the supplied subchannel mask to drive
the desired CSLs in each of the selected subchannels (via
the column-address registers). Thus the reads can progress
completely in parallel across subchannels. Compared to the
64 columns in the original row, a 8-subchannel system will
have only 8 columns per subrow, increasing the probability
of finding such coalescing opportunities.

B. Column Energy in Narrow Subchannels
Column energy for a DRAM part can be calculated

using the current drawn by column read (IDD4R) and write
(IDD4W) operations. However, these values are specified by

DRAM vendors assuming a 50% toggle rate of the datapath.
With higher toggle rates, the capacitive load on the datapath
has to be switched more frequently, leading to higher power
dissipation. Using our energy model (Section VII), we found
that for HBM, the column-energy is can vary between 1.5
pJ/bit when there is no toggling and 5.7 pJ/bit when the
toggle rate is 100%. Taking this data toggling energy into
account, we found that a design with 8 subchannels increases
the column-energy of the Exascale, Rodinia, and Lonestar
benchmarks by 23%, 10% and 25%, respectively, over the
baseline case, with the MiniAMR benchmark suffering a
90% increase (Figure 7). Clearly, the narrow datapath in
subchannels increases the switching activity on the wires.
Cause of Increased Toggling: The increase in switching
activity with subchannels is due to the structure of the data
elements in a DRAM atom. Often a 32B atom consists
of eight 32-bit values or four 64-bit values for which the
corresponding bytes of adjacent words are strongly corre-
lated. This characteristic forms the basis for many memory
compression schemes, e.g. [18]. With 8 subchannels, the
internal 256-bit wide datapath is initially partitioned into
8 slices 32-bits wide. As the data moves to the I/O bus,
the datapath narrows to 16-bits and the frequency doubles.
Figure 8 shows how a given 32-byte DRAM atom is
transferred over datapaths of different widths. In the baseline
memory, the 32B DRAM atom initially moves across a 256-
bit internal bus. All switching activity on this bus is due
to switching between successive DRAM atoms. As the data
moves to the DDR I/Os, the datapath narrows, and Figure 8a
shows a straightforward mapping of how data is serialized
onto the narrower 128-bit interface. As seen, the different
corresponding bytes of 4-byte (or 8-byte) words line up,
leading to relatively modest switching activity within the
transfer of an atom; though there is still significant potential
for switching activity between successive atoms.

With 8 subchannels, the data transfer using the straight-
forward baseline ordering on the 32-bit internal datapath is
shown in Figure 8b. Since adjacent 4-byte data words tend
to be more highly correlated than words 16-bytes away, the
internal switching rate tends to decrease for benchmarks
dominated by 32-bit datatypes. The increase in internal
switching seen in the double-precision focused Exascale
workloads arises because uncorrelated portions of a 64-bit
value are transmitted back-to-back. This effect is exacer-
bated for increased switching behavior on the narrower 16-
bit wide bus (Figure 8c).
Reordering to Reduce Toggle Energy: To reduce switching
activity, we remap the data within a burst as it is written/read
from the DRAM in a manner designed to cause highly
correlated bits to be transmitted on the same wires in
successive cycles. Based on the fact that commonly 32-
bit and 64-bit data values from an array are sent within a
DRAM atom, we developed a simple static ordering, shown
in Figures 8d and 8e, that is applied to all DRAM atoms.
Offsets of 8 bytes (well suited to double-precision values)
are favored in successive cycles, then the remaining bytes
at a 4-byte offset are transferred. The net result is that data
with highly correlated 8-byte or 4-byte values tend to have
reduced switching activity. Since there is more toggling
energy spent in the narrow 16-bit interface and I/Os, we
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Figure 8. Data Ordering. Data from adjacent 32-bit or 64-bit words tends
to be highly correlated, requiring reordering on narrower datapaths to avoid
increased switching activity.

developed the mapping optimized for transfers across a 16-
bit bus (Figure 8e). This ordering of the data is statically
applied within the memory controller to every DRAM atom
when it is being stored in DRAM and requires no additional
hardware or meta-data storage. During a store operation
to DRAM, the data to be sent is loaded into the transmit
buffer on the memory-controller in the order specified by
Figure 8(e), and then sent to DRAM. On a read, the data
is returned from the DRAM in the toggle-efficient order
and reordered to form the original ordering. The reordering
scheme is built into the wiring the connects the transmit and
receive buffers with the buffers in the memory controller.

As earlier work (CLR [19]) has noted, dynamically re-
ordering the data within a cache-line or DRAM burst can
significantly reduce switching energy on the memory inter-
face. However, such techniques require evaluating dozens
of potential data permutations on each cache-line write,
and several meta-data bits to store the selected permutation.
We evaluated dynamic schemes which supported up to four
alternative data orderings (e.g., favoring 2, 4, 8, or 16-byte
interleaving) and which could have the permutation encoded
within two meta-data bits we could appropriate from the
ECC bits. Our simpler static scheme achieved 98% of the
benefit and it is much easier to deploy within a 32-channel,
high-bandwidth GPU.

VI. DRAM CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE

Each subchannel is controlled by an independent memory
controller, and requests are appropriately directed into the
queues of the subchannel controllers based on their address.
Each subchannel controller performs request reordering and
picks a request to schedule every cycle if allowed by timing
constraints (similar to the baseline memory-controller [20]).
However, since the subchannels in a channel share the ad-

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. HBM model for energy estimation.

dress/command bus, only one subchannel can issue a request
in a cycle. HBM has separate row and column command
buses, so in a cycle one row and one column command can
be issued, potentially by different subchannels. A command
arbiter picks a command to issue from among the scheduled
commands in the different subchannels. When command
coalescing is enabled, the arbiter can merge several ready
commands from different subchannels into one command if
they are to the same row (activate) and bank or the same
column and bank (read/write).

Overhead: We modeled the area overhead of splitting a
memory controller into semi-independent subchannel con-
trollers by using the latch, flip-flop, and logic cells from
the NaNGate 45nm Open Cell library scaled to a 16nm
process [21]. Implementing 8 subchannels for a 16-bank
DRAM channel requires 0.07mm2 additional controller area
in 16nm (assuming typical 80% post-layout local cell-area
utilization). This additional area consists of the subchan-
nel/bank state and tracking logic (21%), arbitration and
coalescing logic among subchannel-requests (55%), per-
subchannel queue tracking (15%), and SERDES flops (9%).
Much of the area of a GPU memory-controller comes
from the transaction buffers and the associative search logic
that enables pending requests for the same DRAM row to
be grouped together. The peak bandwidth of a memory-
controller is not changed with subchannels, but the latency
is increased slightly due to the extra burst latency and the
additional memory controller arbitration cycle. These few
cycles of additional latency have negligible effect on average
latency. Thus, we did not increase the queue depths over the
baseline, and each subchannel has 1/8th the queue resources
of the parent channel. Overall, for a 4-stack HBM system
like in the NVIDIA P100, the total area increase across
all 32 memory channels would be 2.3 mm2, only 0.4%
of the total 610mm2 GPU die [2]. The incremental power
of the extra logic is insignificant as the contribution of
memory-controller power to overall system power is small;
conservatively assuming power increases proportionally to
the overall increase in die area, the additional memory
controller power would be less than 1W on this large 200+ W
GPU die. DRAM energy reductions with subchannels and
GPU energy savings from higher performance far outweigh
these overheads.



VII. METHODOLOGY
A. Energy Model

Our energy model uses the bottom-up methodology of
the Rambus power model [22], but has been adapted to
accurately model stacked memories in a modern process.
We model the physical layout of the HBM die to derive
detailed area estimates of the internal structures including
the cell array, datapath components, address decoders, and
the peripheral logic. We also model the 3D-stacked structure
in its entirety including the TSVs, the logic base layer,
and the silicon interposer as shown in Figure 9 using the
HBM floorplan from [23] and die shots of modern DRAMs.
For this model, we scale the DRAM process technology
parameters presented in [22] from 55nm to 28nm, use TSV
capacitance values reported in [24], and use the maximum
input capacitance for a given I/O frequency (1GHz) from
the HBM JEDEC specification [25] to model the energy of
the I/O channel on the silicon interposer.

We estimate the row energy by estimating the capacitances
switched on an activate per bitline and the voltage swing
during the sensing, restoration and precharge phases. This
energy is proportional to the number of bitlines on a row
and is estimated to be 112 fJ/bit or 1.8nJ for a 2KB row.
Previous work [13], [16] and CACTI-3DD [26] report even
higher values for row-energy (5-6 nJ per 2KB).

The datapath energy from the row-buffer to the GPU’s
pins can be broken down into the following components:
i) the energy for the column access on a HBM die, which
includes the energy to decode the column address and drive
the column-select lines (CSLs), data transfer from the row
buffer over the LDLs and MDLs to the global sense amps
(GSAs), and the data transfer in periphery to the I/O buffer,
ii) the energy for moving data within the stack from the
HBM die over the TSVs and then over base layer its I/O
drivers, and iii) the data transfer energy on the silicon
interposer. The first two items constitute the column energy
and the third is the I/O energy. The energy consumption on
the data path depends on the length of the wires and the rate
at which these elements are toggled, i.e., the actual bit values
transferred in successive cycles. Since the MDLs and LDLs
are precharged to a mid-value voltage before every transfer,
their energy consumption is toggle independent, unlike the
rest of the datapath. Considering the capacitance values on
the datapath, we find that the toggle-independent column
energy is 1.48 pJ/b, while the rest of the datapath consumes
2.85pJ/b at 50% toggle rate (2.31 pJ/b for column, 0.54 pJ/b
for I/O) and 5.7pJ/b at 100%.

We use DBI-AC [25], [27], as used in HBM, to reduce
the effect of toggling, and we evaluate the benefits of our re-
ordering scheme on top of this optimization. We also account
for the minor overheads for segment-select line charging
(negligible), latch power of the address decoupling registers
(tens of micro-Watts), and the static energy dissipated in
keeping multiple rows open (0.5mW) in subchannel energy.

B. Simulation Details
We simulate a modern GPU-system based on the NVIDIA

P100 chip [2] (configuration in Table I) using a detailed, in-
house GPU and memory simulator. The memory controller
model is optimized to harvest maximum bandwidth and thus

Table I
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.

#SMs, Warps/SM, Threads/Warp 60, 64, 32
L2 cache (size, assoc., block, sector) 4MB, 16-way, 128B, 32B
DRAM (capacity, bandwidth) 16GB, 1TB/s (4stacks)

Table II
HBM STACK CONFIGURATION.

Capacity, #I/Os, Bandwidth 4GB, 1024, 2Gbps/pin
#Channels, #Banks, Row-size 8, 16/channel, 2KB

tRC=47, tRCD=14, tRP=14
HBM tCL=14, tWL=2cyc, tRAS=33

Timing tRRDl=6, tRRDs=4, tFAW=16
Parameters tRTP=3.5, tBURST=1cyc

(in ns unless specified) tCCDl=2, tCCDs=1, tWTRl=8
tWTRs=3, tRTPl=4, tRTPs=3

employs optimized address mapping, deep request buffers,
aggressive request reordering, and batched write-drains to
minimize write-to-read turnarounds (similar to the baseline
in [20]). The caches use a 32B sector size for higher
performance and energy-efficiency [28].

We evaluate memory intensive regions of 25 CUDA
applications from the Rodinia [29] and Lonestar [30] suites,
Exascale workloads [1], [31]–[35] (CoMD, HPGMG, lulesh,
MCB, MiniAMR, Nekbone), as well as two well-known
memory-bound applications with disparate access patterns,
STREAM [36] and GUPS [37], to show the effect of our
proposals on the spectrum of applications executed by a
GPU. We also investigate 74 graphics workloads including
desktop and mobile games, rendering engines, and profes-
sional graphics. To estimate the column energy of STREAM,
GUPS and MCB we used the average toggle-rate across the
applications since we do not have the actual data value traces
used by these applications.

VIII. RESULTS
A. Energy Improvement

Figure 10 shows the total DRAM access energy broken
down into the row, column and I/O components for three
different configurations — Baseline, eight subchannels
without burst reordering (SC-8_No_Reordering), and
eight subchannels with reordering to reduce toggle energy
(SC-8) from left to right on the graph. By effectively reduc-
ing the row activation granularity to 1/8th of the Baseline,
SC-8 (and SC-8_No_Reordering) achieves an average
74% reduction across the applications. The largest benefits
are obtained by applications that have low locality, either
due to irregular access patterns (bfs, bh, dmr, sp, sssp, MCB,
GUPS) or due to interference between memory accesses
from different threads (heartwall, kmeans, nw, MiniAMR).

However, the toggle-rate increases with the default narrow
subchannel design (SC-8_No_Reordering) leading to
significant increase in average column (1.12×) and I/O
energies (2×) across the evaluated benchmarks, with several
benchmarks (srad v1, mst, sssp, MiniAMR, lulesh) losing the
benefits of row energy reduction. However, our toggle-aware
burst reordering mechanism mitigates this issue making the
column and I/O energies closer to the baseline (1.02× and
1.001× respectively). Consequently, the total DRAM energy
consumption with SC-8 is 35% lower than the Baseline.
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Figure 10. DRAM access energy per bit (lower is better).

Graphics applications, which generally have higher row
locality than the compute applications, consume 10% lower
energy per access with SC-8 compared to Baseline. Re-
gardless of row locality, all applications now incur roughly
similar energy costs for accessing a bit from DRAM. By
precisely activating only the necessary part of a row, SC-8
decouples the total memory system power from row locality.

B. Performance
Figure 11 compares the performance of subchannels with-

out parallelism (SC-8_No_Parallelism), with paral-
lelism but no command coalescing (SC-8_No_Coalesc-
ing), and subchannels with both performance optimizations
(SC-8) against Baseline.

For applications that utilize only a small fraction of the
total DRAM bandwidth (b+tree, heartwall, hotspot, lavamd,
srad v1, bh, dmr, mst, and sp), there is little difference
in performance between the baseline and the subchannel
configurations. For the memory-intensive benchmarks (back-
prop, bfs, kmeans, nw, pathfinder, srad v2, streamcluster,
sssp, CoMD, HPGMG, lulesh, MCB, MiniAMR, Nekbone,
STREAM and GUPS) the effect of our proposals depends
on the memory access patterns. However, regardless of indi-
vidual characteristics, all memory intensive benchmarks see
significant drop in performance with SC-8_No_Paral-
lelism (average 74% degradation). This result is expected,
because reducing the row size in an area efficient manner
(i.e., not increasing the bandwidth of each mat) reduces the
bandwidth of the bank to 1/8th of the baseline.

Enabling parallel operation across subchannels (SC-8_-
No_Coalescing) can recover this performance loss, and
even lead to improvement over Baseline depending on
the application behavior. Applications that had high row-
buffer locality in the baseline, and were thus able to use the
bandwidth adequately (pathfinder, srad v2, streamcluster,
sssp, CoMD, HPGMG and Nekbone), have their bandwidth
requirements met by SC-8_No_Coalescing. Similar to
the baseline, the entire bank datapath is now engaged in
effective data transfer, although unlike the baseline, each
subchannel is servicing a different request. On the other
hand, applications which had low row-buffer locality but
high bandwidth demands, were bottlenecked by bank con-
flicts in the baseline. Such applications (bfs, kmeans, nw, sp,
MiniAMR, GUPS) are boosted by two beneficial features of
the subchannel architecture. First, parallel subchannels offer
additional bank-level parallelism that makes it possible to
overlap activations of different rows in the same bank in
different subchannels (and subarrays). Second, smaller rows
reduce row-activation current draw that then allows a higher

rate of activates. SC-8_No_Coalescing thus outper-
forms the baseline significantly in several bandwidth inten-
sive applications: bfs (19.9%), kmeans (13.6%), nw (41%),
sp (26.3%) MiniAMR (24.3%), GUPS (112%). A secondary
benefit of SC-8_No_Coalescing is that it reduces the
effect of write-drains on read performance by allowing reads
and writes to proceed in parallel in different subchannels
which benefits even high-locality, but bandwidth-bound,
write-intensive applications like lulesh (6%). Overall, SC-
8_No_Coalescing improves the Baseline perform-
ance by 8.1% across the evaluated benchmarks.

However, even with parallel subchannels, the command
bus that served one data channel is now shared by 8
subchannels. This bus becomes a bottleneck when multiple
activates must be sent to activate parts of the same row
in different subchannels (which required one activate in
Baseline). Consequently, the performance of our most
bandwidth-intensive application, STREAM, drops by 2.7%
with SC-8_No_Coalescing. Activate coalescing is able
to eliminate this bottleneck by issuing the activates to the
same row in different subchannels as a single command,
eliminating the performance drop in STREAM (the SC-
8 bar). While activate coalescing is a preventive measure
against activate/precharge command bandwidth inflation in
subchannels, read/write coalescing is an optimization that
can reduce the read/write command bandwidth over the
baseline by merging several reads (or writes) to different
subchannels in a bank into a single command if they have the
same column address. With only 8 distinct columns per sub-
channel (256B row), the memory controller can often find
such coalescing opportunities. Consequently, the SC-8 con-
figuration appreciably boosts the performance of bandwidth-
intensive benchmarks (bfs (66%), kmeans (35%), stream-
cluster (9.1%), sp (39%),lulesh (10%), MiniAMR (35%),
GUPS (152%)) leading to a 13% average improvement
across all workloads over the baseline. Graphics applications
see no significant change in performance with subchannels
owing to their regular access patterns.

IX. IMPACT ON ECC

ECC in the array: To support ECC in non-DIMM DRAMs,
extra storage is provided in the DRAM row to store the
ECC bits (e.g., ×9 RLDRAM or ECC-supporting ×144
HBM). This approach creates slightly longer non-power-of-
2 row sizes. To support a subchannel architecture, each mat
needs to be wider, e.g., 32 576×512 mats per subarray, each
supplying 9 bits. The ECC bits for a burst can be fetched
from the mats in a subchannel.
ECC on the I/Os: In the baseline HBM design, an 8-bit
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Figure 11. Performance normalized to the baseline (higher is better).

Table III
SC-8 COMPARED TO PREVIOUS WORK.

Technique Avg. Energy Avg. Area
Savings Speedup Overhead

128-banks 36.8% 18% 34.5%
SC-8 35% 13% 2.6%
Half-DRAM 14% 2.1% 3%
SALP 11% 7.8% < 1%

ECC word provides SECDED protection for 64 bits of data,
with each 32B atom having four such 64-bit regions. Each
128-bit baseline HBM data channel has a 16-bit wide ECC
lane to transfer these bits. When the number of subchannels
increases, the number of signals used to transmit a single
DRAM atom is reduced. In the limit of 16 subchannels,
the I/O interface is 8 bits wide, with an additional 9th ECC
bit. All 32 ECC bits are still transmitted with a 32-byte
DRAM atom, but a sustained error on a given I/O signal
will now potentially affect up to 32 bits within a single
DRAM atom, and can produce errors that the four SECDED
ECC words cannot protect against. To solve this issue, we
propose using a robust CRC-based error-detection scheme
along with a retry mechanism in the event that an error is
detected (similar to DDR4 and GDDR5 systems [38]). The
CRC can be chosen such that it reliably detects many types
of sustained faults on the I/O signals. DRAMs with on-die
ECC can rely on this scheme to protect the I/Os, with the
ECC protecting the array.

X. RELATED WORK

In this section we present a quantitative comparison of
SC-8 against relevant related work (Table III).
Banks with smaller rows: Dividing existing banks into
numerous smaller banks, each with 1/8th the row size, and
the same bandwidth as a baseline bank is obviously the best
choice for energy efficiency and high performance. However,
this requires 8× more LDLs and MDLs, increasing the height
and width of the mat respectively due to limited wiring
tracks. It also requires additional area for 8× GSAs and
the new address decoders, which makes the area overhead
a prohibitive 34.5%. Through the SC-8 architecture, we
can harvest most of these benefits with a much lower area
overhead of 2.6%. Several previous partial row-activation
techniques proposed fetching a DRAM atom from a subset
of the mats on a subarray and using an activation decoder
to pick the subset without creating new banks to avoid
replicating the address-decoders. However, some of these
techniques (e.g., FGRA [11] and SBA [10]) ignored the
practical layout of the mat datapath and did not account

for the high area overhead that would be required for their
implementation. Microbanks [39] acknowledges the need to
increase the datapath width, but reports little area overhead
as it underestimates the cost of the resultant taller LDL-
stripe (8-way microbanking requires 64 differential pairs of
LDLs, increasing the LDL-stripe height by 8×), and makes
the optimistic assumption that the microbank-select signals
can be routed in fine-pitch polysilcon. In essence, these
techniques assumed the advantages of narrower banks but
did not approriately estimate the area overheads.
Half-DRAM: To activate half of a row, Half-DRAM splits
each LWL into two halves, and activates the left-half in odd
mats and the right half in the even mats, using all mat
datapaths for transferring a DRAM atom, thus keeping the
baseline bandwidth unchanged. Clearly, Half-DRAM is a
single step design that cannot be scaled to smaller activation
granularities. Also, Figure 5a shows that in existing DRAMs
LWDs are staggered on either side of a mat with alternate
LWLs being driven from alternate sides as LWD pitch is 2X
the LWL pitch. Thus there is no space to add two LWDs per
LWL, one on each side, as required by Half-DRAM. Doing
so will require doubling the number of LWD stripes leading
to more area overhead than SC-8, but with lower energy
and performance benefits.
More Row-Buffers: The row-conflict rate and hence the
row energy can be reduced by keeping multiple rows active
in a bank. Unlike proposals to build separate row-buffer
caches on the base layer of a DRAM stack [40], [41] or
near the I/Os [42], [43] which incur bandwidth and area
overheads, Subarray-Level-Parallelism (SALP) [15] allows
access to the already existing row buffer of each subarray
in a bank. However, we found that speculatively keeping
a few extra rows open per bank (15 in SALP) to reduce
the number of row conflicts is less energy efficient than
reducing the energy cost of each row conflict (as done by
SC-8) as the number of threads accessing a bank is very
high in GPUs. Also, since SALP keeps the row size and
thus the activate current unchanged, only four activates can
be performed in a tFAW period, restricting the performance
benefit of SALP for irregular applications which are activate-
rate limited. However, SALP is very unintrusive to layout
and has very low area overhead.
Other work: The D-BANK architecture [9] is related to our
proposals because it activates a subset of mats connected to
a MWL to simplify the wiring in the periphery. However, the
total number of mats that are activated are the same as the
baseline, and thus there is no energy benefit or bandwidth
implication. Subranked memory systems [44]–[48] use a
subset of DRAM chips on a DIMM to fetch a single 64-
byte cache line and thus reduce DRAM energy. These



techniques share the same philosophy as the subchannel
design, but are not directly applicable to HBM or single-die
solutions. In fact, our data reordering proposal can improve
I/O and column energies in subranked memory systems.
Orthogonal to memory architecture improvements are efforts
in software and data placement to increase DRAM row-
buffer hit rates [49]–[51]. The baseline GPU memory con-
troller already aggressively reorders requests by using deep
buffers to harvest most of the row-locality [20], [52], and
is thus unlikely to benefit from these techniques. Some of
these mechanisms also expend precious DRAM bandwidth
for data migration, which renders them cumbersome and
inefficient to implement in the presence of many thousands
of threads in GPUs.

XI. CONCLUSION

Throughput oriented processors, such as GPUs, have a
history of using specialized DRAMs optimized for band-
width. As stacked, on-package DRAM technologies enable
increasing bandwidth, the intrinsic DRAM array access
energy is becoming significant. This row energy is par-
ticularly problematic in workloads that exhibit poor row
locality, requiring frequent bank activates and precharges.
The growing emergence of these low-locality workloads,
coupled with a high degree of DRAM bank contention due
to increasing parallelism in the processor, further motivate
the need for a DRAM architecture having high internal
parallelism and a small effective row size.

The proposed subchannel architecture creates smaller ef-
fective rows via master-wordline segmentation, while si-
multaneously providing additional internal parallelism by
forming a number of semi-independent subchannels. This
architecture is born out of practical considerations of DRAM
layout, and is very area efficient, increasing DRAM area
by 2.6%. Using 8× smaller rows and a well-crafted data
layout pattern, we achieve a 35% energy improvement over
HBM. The additional internal parallelism in this subchannel
architecture, along with the command coalescing optimiza-
tions we describe, provide a 13% performance improvement.
While evaluated in the context of GPUs, we believe that
this subchannel design is a promising approach for the
next generation of throughput-optimized DRAMs targeting
a range of throughput processing architectures.
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